Check out the additional CALOP titles here, at the U City Public Library! These eclectic productions encompass documentaries, shorts, and features made by local talent!

Brick by Chance and Fortune
U-City Sleuths
St. Benedict's Rule
Searching for Time
Focus
Scattered Seeds
American Pioneers
The Roof Is On fire
Historic Tax Credits
A Sewer Runs Through It
University City: Celebrating 100 years
University City: The First Century
Confluence: The River Heritage of St. Louis
Truancy Court
The Album
Growing Up Racial
Fundamental Fairness
The Turtle Park Story
Market Value
More than a game
Career Day
A Magical Life
Built for Speed
Always Ready
Disability Project
Through Our Eyes
A Dog Park or University City
Weaving Bitter with the sweet
Saint Louis Black Rep
The Locket
Pushin' Ink
Let's Go Fly a Kite
Gaslight Square
Pinball…the Beginning
Sounds of the Symphony
Voices of the Veterans
Taking Out the Trash
Rabbi Susan Talve
The News Photographer
Dance Theatre
Keep Your Face to the Sunshine
Urban Indians
Show the Pride
Old Haven, New Hope
Who Says Fellini's Dead?
You Can't Arrest Freedom
St. Louis Women in Jazz
Four Seasons of Laumeier
Spirits of the Land
Fireworks for Brass
Avoiding Phone Fraud
The Winners!
Voyages to the "Soular" System
Ancient Myths of the Mississippi
Mozart
Rim to River
Taking Heart
Elder Abuse and Caregiver Stress
Dance With Death
Children in Concert for Excellence
Blueberry Hill
Robert Campbell
Onyx
The Amabile Quartet
Politics of Public Art
Critical Stages
North by Midwest
The Believers
Nemerov, Too
Dining on Delmar
Czeslaw Milosz
Doorways Out of Silence
Visit Jeanne Trevor
Saving African American Lives Through Bone Marrow
A Community in Bloom
Smith Hardware
Dance of the Dragon
Elementary Explorer
Rodeo Junkies
Buried Treasure
A Ragtime Tour of Old St. Louis
Art Has No Borders
Wolves and Man
Porgy and Bess
Symphony in Steel
Henry Shaw
Black and Jews
A Slice of Life and Death
Oh Freedom After While
Vaccinations
How to Get and Keep the Dog of Your Dreams
City Museum

University City
St. Louis Walk of Fame
Robert McFerrin
1996 St. Louis Senior Olympics
Jazz : Rollin' Up the River
African American Youth & English
Dances of India
The Poetry of Judith Saul Stix
Music of Stillness
The Moskus Magic
O Wild and Willful Daughter
Law Talk
Making of a Concert
Brophy and the Band
Silk Sarongs and City Streets
Pages From a Family Album
Dimensions of Vision
Living Is Just Being Me
Shaping the Darkness
Working American Dream